
 

EUROLITE FIB-100 LED Fiber Light RGB
Fiber light

Art. No.: 50520200
GTIN: 4026397203523

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397203523

Weight: 0,80 kg

Length: 0.28 m

Width: 0.19 m

Heigth: 0.06 m

Description:

This fiber light offers design possibilities with almost no limits. Due to the fibre optic strands,
starlit skies, light curtains or fireworks illustrations can be created easily. The colors - red, green,
blue - do change because of three long-living LEDs, that are attached to the illuminator. A must-
have for every party or Christmas lighting.

Features:

- Whether as a starry ceiling, firework display, or as a unique curtain of light, the decorating
possibilities are endless

- Fiber optic strands are bundled together and attached onto an illuminator
- Light is transmitted along the length of the fibers to shine at the tips
- The 1 x 3 W RGB LED in the illuminator provides color changing effect
- Innumerable uses: Christmas, party and holiday lighting
- Advantages of LED technology: long life, low power consumption, minimal heat emission,

defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation

- Power supply 230V via enclosed power unit
- For indoor use only
- 1 powerful LED 3 W  3in1 TCL RGB
- Control via plug and play
 Package contents
- 1 x device, 100 x fibre optic strand length
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 3 W

Power connection: Fixed power supply cord with Euro plug

LED: 1 x 3 W  3in1 TCL RGB

Control: Plug and play

Fibre optic strand length: 100 pc/pcs

Dimensions: Height: 8 cm

 Diameter: Ø 2,6 cm

Weight: 740 g

Fibre optic strand length  

Dimensions: Length: 1,5 m

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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